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PLASMA DIAGNOSTICS IN MPD THRUSTER PLUMES
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This paper describes the diagnostic activities regarding MPD thruster plumes carried out at CENTROSPAZIO, Pisa, and

at the Electric Propulsion Laboratory or the University of Rome "La Sapienza".

Devices of this class have been investigated extensively in the past, but a clear understanding of the details of the

physical processes involved has not yet been achieved. Experimental activities in progress at CENTROSPAZIO have been

mainly focused on performance measurement and electrical characterization. Nevertheless, for a better understanding of the

behaviour of these devices it is useful to analyse the physical characteristics of the plasma. This purpose is presently

pursued by means of simple plume diagnostic methods, which, although intrusive, can provide useful information without

involving the use of sophisticated and expensive equipment.

Both gas-fed (Pisa) and solid-fed (Rome) MPD thrusters have been used for this purpose in order to obtain clarification

of a variety of phenomena which characterize the electromagnetic regime, such as losses associated with the current

attachment to the electrodes, wave phenomena or instabilities which limit the performance and can cause unacceptable

erosion.

Preliminary results obtained with Langmuir probing for temperature, electron density and velocity of the plasma are

presented. Velocity measurements have been obtained by means of time of flight techniques. Two methods of reduction of

the data gathered with this technique are described together with examples of results.

Introduction
experimental activities, with the main purpose of investigating

Experimental and theoretical activities carried out in the field the physical processes which take place in the exhaust plume.

of MPD propulsion have shown promising perspectives for the This collaboration is carried out in the framework of a

application of this kind of thrusters for certain classes of space research programme sponsored by the Italian Space Agency

missions, where high specific impulses (up to 2500 s) and (ASI). The peculiar aspects of this collaboration is the

effficiency must be associated with large thrust densities. Of possibility to share different experiences developed through

course, in order for MPD propulsion to enter into real many years of research in MPD propulsion, as well as

applications, it will be necessary that multimegawatt space experimental facilities and equipment. Moreover, the possibility

power generators are made available. Although this target does to conduct similar experiments on different types of MPD

not appear very close, the great potential of this propulsion thrusters, makes it possible to obtain interesting comparisons.

concept for high energy missions justifies further continuation This paper summarizes the principal activities carried out in

of research and development efforts. Pisa and Rome during the last year in this field. The paper

Performance limitations occurring in this kind of devices at describes the experimental apparatus and test equipment set up in

high current levels are well known but very poorly understood. each laboratory to carry out diagnostic activities, and describes

The solution of this problem is crucial to permit satisfactory the results obtained by the use'of Langmuir probes with regard

utilization of MPD thrusters. to temperature and velocity measurements.

A thorough analysis of the plasma plume characteristics

seems to be the way to obtain important informations about these

phenomena. In fact, onset phenomena occurring in MPD Background

thrusters are supposed to be associated with characteristic

plasma instabilities. The following techniques are important for MPD thrusters

In that context, a collaboration between CENTROSPAZIO plume diagnostics:

and the Electric Propulsion Laboratory of the University "La . Spectroscopic methods

sapienza" of Rome has been established in the field of MPD . Microwave methods
. Intrusive methods
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SPAZIO, Pisa, Italy member AIAA, E.P. Technical Committee. The first and second techniques give information relevant to
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perturbation; in this particular case the probe introducted linear varying potential difference is applied to the probe
represents itself a perturabation cause. This fact involves electrodes (Fig.1)
boundary effects which changes the steady state condition of the With reference to Fig.l, the following relationships were
plasma 1. used:

The diagnostics of an MPD exhaust plume with an intrusive
technique, in particular electrostatic probes, involves the basic
assumption that collision between the plasma particles is dl e Isatl sat2
negligible, so that collisionless theory can be adopted 2. dV- V= KTe Isai. + Isat2

This condition essentially occurs when two prerequisites are
satisfied: being e the electron charge, K the Boltzmann constant.
- the mean free paths of the particles have the same order of Experimental apparatus. Tests described here were carried
length of the probe radius (rp); in the present case typical probes out in Pisa with a coaxial gas fed MPD thruster (4A5BAC) 8,
diameters are 50 - 100 .tm. illustrated in Fig.2. It consists of an aluminum body with an
- the sheath amplitude is very short with respect to probe anode piece in dioxided copper, an insulator and an injection
diameters. This condition is normally assured because the piece both in boron nitride and a stainless steel cathode with a
shealth dimension corresponds to a small multiple of the Debye thoriated tungsten tip. The hollow rear portion of the cathode
length (Xd), so that the condition becomes d << rp; for the case provides a passage through which the propellant gas released by
considered here is Xd = 0.1 im, so that the sheath condition is a solenoid valve can reach the injection plate. The discharge

respected 3. chamber is hemispherical, thus approximating the general pattern

The electrostatic probes used in the experiments described of the discharge current streamlines. The gas pulse is provided

here are double Langmuir probes, with electrodes made of by a commercial solenoid valve driven by a rectagular electric

cylindrical tungsten wires; this solution was adopted for easy pulse with an amplitude of 24 V and a adjustable duration of 10 -

manufacturing and by analogy with those already adopted in 100 ms.

other laboratories 4, 5. This kind of probes are currently used
for several diagnostic applications; the most common application rMour: v-j
is for the measurement of the electronic temperature and density .
in the plasma. The information for the temperature measurement
are contained into the saturation currents and then in the
dimension of the probe. Assuming a maxwellian distribution of

the electron velocities, the electron temperature in the

investigation point is strictly correlated to the characteristic curve

slope of the probe.

Another interesting field of application of Langmuir probes

is in the investigation on plasma particles and radiation *" - , -_-

interactions.
A perturbation flowing in a plasma causes fluctuations in the ,

saturation current values; the velocity of such fluctuation can be ... ',

considered as the addition of the particle and perturbing wave u ns VOLIG
E 
vo-S

phase velocities (o/k). As a consequence, a method to determine
the jet velocity is composed of four phases: Fig.l. Double Langmuir probe electrical

characteristic1. direct measurement the absolute velocity of the perturbing
wave;

2. extimation of the plasma parameters necessary to describe
the wave in object;

3. evaluation of the phase velocity, using theoretical and
experimental information;

4. Determination of the jet velocity by subtracting the wave .

component from the absolute velocity. ,. ,
The absolute velocity is normally measured by means of the . ""'. '"^^ L. '

Time of Flight Technique, while the knowledge of the dispertion

relation of the wave is requested to calculate the phase velocity6 .

Experimental Activities

Electron temperature measurements

Electron temperature measurements were conducted using

Langmuir probes. The evaluations of these quantities was

obtained from the electrical characteristics of the probes when a Fig.2. 4A5BAC MPD Thruster (CENTROSPAZIO)
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Test Equipment It consists of a fiberglass chamber 0.8 m in such a way that its longitudinal axis coincides with the axis of

diameter and I m in length equipped with a pump system the thruster. The movement of the system is assured by three

consisting of rotary roughing pump and oil diffusion pump. step motors, one for each degree of freedom. The azimuthal

Typical pressure levels during tests in the dielectric chamber are rotation of the wheel is obtained by a preloading steel cable

about 4 x 10-5 mbar prior to each discharge. wound around the wheel and then around a sheave connected

Electrical power is supplied to the thruster through a Pulse with the step motor.

Forming Network (PFN) of 12,500 jiF capacitance, a Even if the structure is quite heavy, positioning and

characteristic impedence of 40 m, a pulse duration of about I repeatability errors are mainly caused by PVC buckling rather

ms and a maximum discharge current capability of 30 kA. than by the step motor accuracy and manufacturing precision. In

Thruster discharges are initiated by a Ignitron switch any case a repeatability error smaller than +/- 1 mm is normally

electronically controlled so as to cause the breakdown with a obtained.

predetermined delay after operation of the gas valve, in order to

guarantee that the discharges take place when the injected gas Test results. Tests were carried out using a mass flow rate of

mass flow rate has reached a steady value. 2 g/s of Argon 4.8, in a range current between 6 - 9 kA.

The data acquisition system mainly consists of a transient corresponding to the full ionization region of the electrical

recorder (HP 5185T) and a computer for data reduction and characteristics (Fig.6).

analysis (HP 9330 CMA). Repeatability tests for the temperature measurement were

carried out on 20 shots at a fixed PFN charging voltage (650 V,

Probes. Fig.3 shows a typical configuration of the Langmuir 7 kA about). Fig.7 shows the statistical distribution obtained.

probes used for testing.The tungsten filaments exposed to the A preliminary application of the probes movement system is

plasma are 4 mm in length, 0.1 mm in diameter, a relative illustrated in Figs.8 and 9, where mappings of electron

distance of 2 mm and was placed on the thruster axis at a temperature in the exhaust plume of the thruster at a prefixed

distance of 170 mm from the cathode tip. The probe electrodes power level were done (current level 7 kA).

are floating with respect to plasma potential and are supplied by Two Langmuir probes with the same characteristic

a current amplifier driven by a function generator ( HP8116A), dimensions of those used for temperature measurements were

which is adjusted to produce a triangular signal 3.5 kHz of used for velocity measurements carried out in Pisa. The probes

frequency (Fig.5). The function generator is properly triggered were placed on the thruster axis at variable distance and at a

in order to supply the the slope of voltage at about 0.5 ms by the separation of 20 mm with respect to each other, and were biased

beginning of the discharge, to 15 V.

The voltage is directly measured from the current amplifier, The probe saturation current was detected with two Tek

while the current is detected with a Tek P6021 current probe. P6021 current probes and measured by the transient recorder.

All tests were carried out at the same condition chosen for

temperature measurements.

Signals were sampled at an 8 ns frequency for a period of

about 100 Is at 488 is from the beginning of the discharge.

tungsten Fig.12 displays typical probe records. The velocity is computed

by taking a small segment of these traces as described below. A
aIlumiM computer code was developed and used to calculate the cross
inulaor

correlation between the two signals.
Spvc

In order to analyse the signals, they are first reduced to the

0 same mean value; then the cross-correlation is made over

intervals suitably chosen for exhaust velocities in the order of

10000 m/s. (for a probe separation of 2 cm this corresponds to 2

shielded chile ts at least).
The cross correlation function (Rxy) is generally defined as

the time integral of the product between two functions x(t) and

y(t) relative to ergodic phenomena 10, 11:

Fig.3. Double Langmuir Probe lim IT
R x() = J x(t)y(t+O)d 121

Probes Positioning System. A probes positioning system

for various probe configurations was designed and

manufactured (Fig.4); it provides three degrees of freedom in

accordance with a cylindrical reference system; the design In a discrete fonnulation it is possible to write:

permits the addition of further degrees of freedom in order to

adapt the device to new experimental requirements. F(t)= 1 (t) 12 (t+T) 131

The system permits probes placed in the center of the wheel

to cover a cylinder of 30) mm in diameter and 480 mm in where the sum is executed from t =0 to time displacement T,

length. The device is mounted on a PVC mainframe designed in where I (t) and 12 (t+) is the current collected. The Fig.l I
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shows a typical cross-correlation plot. Any large peak in the Test Results. Fig.12 shows the velocities measured at
cross-correlogram indicates the time displacement between different distances from the cathode tip on the axis, at a current
corresponding features of the two signals, and consequently the level of about 7 kA, correspondig approximately to the full
velocity of certain components of the exhaust plume. ionization condition for the mass flow rate considered (2 g/s).

For any position of the probes, the measurements were The typical behaviour shows a substantial velocity stabilization
repeated three times and the cross-correlation analysis was at a value close to the Alfven speed (about 9000 m/s) at about
carried out over three different samples taken from the whole set twice the thruster anode diameter.
of signals. Results obtained from these were finally averaged to
obtain estimates of plasma velocity in that location 9.

Fig.4. Probe Positioning System
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Fig.4. Probe Positioning System
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Fig.9 Temperature along thruster axis Fig.12. Velocity measurements on thruster axis

Time of Flight Tecnique Optimization

1curcnob II The following analysis is based on the studies carried out at

the E. P. laboratory of the Dipartimento di Meccanica e

- Aeronautica, Rome University, since 1983 12 on the utilization

SIuPRY of the cross correlation method for MPD jet velocity
S) ca ent 

p obe 2 -measurements. The cross correlation function Rxy [2] is largely

S I used in the solution of problems concerning signal propagation,

that is, in more detail, in the calculation of the time necessary for

a signal to pass through a given linear system, i.e., of the time-

delay (t) between the input signal x(t) and the output signal y(t).

The product between two signals, which are linearly related,

reaches its maximum when the relative time shifting is zero; it

follows that the function Rxy shows its maximum peak at time T

ROCOWSKIPROE which corresponds to the delay to be determined (Fig. 13).

Fig.10.Equipment for time of flight application
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Fig.13. Cross - correlation function.

Similarly this method can be applied to the calculation of the

time of flight of a well limited signal source under this only

Fig.11.Typical Cross-correlogram condition: the signals respectively emitted when passing through
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the two targets must be in a linear relation. This condition comes only single points; the longer the processed finite part of the
true in the case of two signals represented by the saturation signal, the more accurate this measurement.
current of two double Langmuir probes located in a MPD Anyway, in the practice, the above mentioned calculation
thruster jet (Fig.14), when the distance (b) between the two must be necessarily processed and the processing, on a digital
probes is minor to a limit value depending on the characteristics computer, is carried out on a necessarily finite number (N) of
of the jet itself. points of the sampled signals which occur at time interval 8&; the

minor this number, the higher the inner error introduced by this
method in the calculations.

Moreover, the number of N points taken into consideration
being equal, the accuracy of the method depends on further
quantities which are interrelate themselves:

S , time interval (T = N*8t) during which the two signals are
\ sampled and processed; as T increases, accuracy decreses;

S ' . distance between the probes (b); its value range is
- , 'necessarily restricted by a minimum bmin and a maximum

bmax; bmin is fixed by physical aspects depending on probes
structure and positioning precision; bmx can be determined

by two independent factors, the first one derives from the

S'\ . ' consistency of the signal relationship, the second one is

I \ ' ;' I I represented by the condition r < T, where T, stands for
" , signal interval; as far as this interval is concerned, the

accuracy of the measurement improves as b increases.

S 5 s A study which provides criteria to optimize the measurement
concerning precison and calculation time according to instrument
characteristics and viceversa, has been carried out 13

In short, the Rxy function reaches its maximum at time r; it
follows:

\ / \ I \ /
A / / 'T i < M+ = (M+l)& 14]

Swhere M is an integer. If it is assumed t = M*&t, the velocity
Scan be expressed, on the basis of previously introduced

i\\ parameters as follows:

b \ /N
_ vIt - m Im/s]. (51

T = 20 pts

The previous assumption of the time r introduces an error in
the velocity calculation; this error can have almost the difference
value:

/ \ /
8v= [ m/sJ 161

tM TMCt

I .e.:

/ N 171
- .T M(M+I)

and then the relative error is:
T = 10 us

8v= I 18
Fig.14 - Probe signals for different values of T. v M + 1

This procedure takes into account a finite part of signals.

therefore it can provide, from a general point of view, more Following the previous relation it can be stated from a
relevant measurements than the other ones taking into account general point of view, that N being equal, the difference 6v
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decreases as M increases; in other words, it is necessary to adopt
solutions characterized by parameter values b/T for which the

Rxy function maximum is reached in T times as long as possible.

Experimental Equipment. The experimental equipment and

measurement instrumentation utilized in Rome are shown in
Fig.16.
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Fig.16 - Thruster.

Fig.15 - Scheme of the test equipment.

Tests were performed on the jet of a quasi steady, coaxial,

radially fed, Teflon propellant MPD thruster (Fig.16) with an

instantaneous power level of about 1 MW and discharge

duration of about Ims. The thruster was connected to a PFN

consisting of two branches of 15 electrolitic capacitors each, -

with a total capacity of about 0.5 mF. Suitable inductors are i

placed in series so as to form an L-C ladder network providing

an approximately rectangular current pulse.

Two cylindrical double Langmuir probes, electrically biased i

to a constant voltage, were used as for the measurement as

described above. Particular attention was put in making the two

cylindrical electrodes of each probe as straight and parallel to

each other as possible, so as to obtain a well defined and- -

properly placed target plane (Fig. 17). O1  :I
In order to make the signals collected by the two probes

better comparable to each other, and their cross correlation

function more significant, the sensitivity of the probe placed

downstream was so adjusted as to compensate for the decrease

in plasma density as a function of the distance from the thruster

exit plane. The current in each Langmuir probe circuit was

detected by means of standard Tektronix P6021 current probe.

The probe signal was analysed by an analog-digital oscilloscope

(Philps PM 3315 or PM 3350A) and processed by a computer

such as IBM PC 286 or 386.

The thruster was located in a plexiglass vacuum tank with a Fig.17. The probe and its stand.

volume of about 0.2 m3 ; a back pressure of 2+4 10-4 mbar was
maintained by means a diffusion-rotary vane pump system for Experimental Results. Tests were carried out on the basis of

maintained by means a diffusion-rotary vane pump system for ficonfigurations characterized by the following parameters:
high vacuum (pumping speed of 1350 It/sec); a supplementary = 3 -5 - 6 - 7 -9 (cm)

rotary vane pump (pumping speed of 60 m3 /h) was used to T = 10 - 20 - 50 (ts)
obtain the roughing pressure in a shorter time. The results obtained can be described by charting the

All of the instruments utilized in the measurements and data difference 8v:
acquisition and processing were contained in a Faraday cage.
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b N time of flight can obtained with a maximum percentage error
v = 1000* M(M+) [m/s] [10] smaller than 2% even though experiments are carried out with

small samples (N = 128 in the case discussed) implying very
modest calculation time even using a simple PC 286/386.

where b* and T* are expressed in cm and tens of ts, Velocities measured with this method were in the range of
respectively 23000 - 24000 m/s.

Chart 1 (Fig.18) shows that, detection time being equal (T =

10 ps, i.e. T* = 1), the difference 8v decreases as the distance
between the probes increases. Conclusion

Chart 2 (Fig.19) shows that, the distance between probes

being equal, the difference 5v decreases according to the The activities described in the paper have shown that simple

detection time T. diagnostics techniques can provide useful information on

Chart 3 (Fig.20) shows the error for all the b*-T* physical processes taking place in MPD discharges. Their

combinations, simplicity and low cost make them worth considering as

CIIART N.1 6u us a precursors to the use of more sophisticated and expensive

AOg methods. Of course such advantages are compensated by a

b/Ix = 3/1 number of difficulties and shortcomings deriving from their
intrusive character. These problems can be partially alleviated

600 bx/TI = 5/1 through the use of careful measuring procedures and appropriate
data reduction methods. The cross correlation methods described

6u [n/si 500 ' bx/T 6/1 here represent an approach in this direction which appears
100 x "; capable of providing useful results.
300 , ' b/t /
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